
APX built its Smart City Building and Onsite Data 
Solutions Platform—CityScape—on the premise that 
all cities now require comprehensive, actionable data 
to manage the magnitude of scale represented by 
evolving technology. It is this data that is used to 
effectively and intelligently manage everything—from 
building infrastructure to guiding emergency services 
through extreme incidents.

The CityScape Platform enables collecting and 
sharing data through a highly versatile and 
customizable platform—data that becomes the 
epicenter for all those involved. APX’s unique 
approach to data accessibility enables multiple parties 
within a Smart City environment to share and access 
data based on their secure rules and requirements. 

APX’s revolutionary CityScape SmartMAP™ 
Application combines highly intuitive mobile device 
software and cloud services to enable easy, efficient, 
secure, and robust access in seconds of critical 
response information such as hydrant location, 
building size, flow requirements, satellite view and 
street for all structures including residential properties. 

The SmartMAP Application enables the user to easily 
access location data of highly detailed internal views 
and building records on the map that can then be 
accessed by a single tap or via search or integration 
with other emergency systems.

Robus online/offline support ensures that users 
maintain map and preplan access, reqgardless of 
network conditions. SmartMAP is a device agnostic 
application and will work on apple, android and 
windows environments.
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SMARTMAP FEATURES



• Building Record Search Bar:  Users can quickly search for 
building information using civic addressing, or map view or 
integration with other emergency systems.


• Easy, Authenticated Access:  Advance Digital access allow 
easy and secure Acces without the need for a fire user to log 
in everytime to access the system in the emergency vehicle. 
Authorized users can access critical data instantly, saving vital 
time when responding to any emergency.


• Hydrant Data: As a map layer,, fire users can visually see the 
nearest hydrants, their flow capacity/rates, distance to the 
emergency property, size of the main and more. Directly 
accessed at times of emergency so that incident commanders 
can easily determine the best source of water to use.


• Easy Integration:  SmartMAP integrates with your CAD 
solution to present one-touch navigation from any emergency 
message to the dispatched building.


• Building Data:  GIS based, automatically accessed building 
information such as size (square footage), satellite view, street 
view, preplan & inspection records, distances on map and 
much more. 


• Real-time Response Planning:  Accessed in 1-2 seconds, 
incident commanders can quickly access incident specific 
information, place assets on the MAP, measure distances, and 
share the information with others such as mutual aid partners.


• Turn-key Solution:  Critical building data automatically 
available our of the box from APX on all structures within your 
fire district. This provides instant value to the department as 
the continue to add additional information.


• Intuitive Design: Access data the way fire departments need 
to, allowing for quick navigation to the needed information. 
NFPA, ISO, FUS standardized way to access layers of 
information in seconds.Easy swipe of unlimited photos, 
information and documents that will assist incident 
commanders make the best split second decision. 


• Mutual Aid Sharing: Mutual aid sharing is easy with the APX 
SmartMAP solution, it takes seconds and no special process 
or tools.
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